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Security of supply and climate protection are talked of everywhere – such as in 

politics, in the media or at board meetings. At the same time, the new energy

world is becoming increasingly complex, so focusing on the essentials is

required. 

Solar energy allows for a 100% renewable, stable and affordable energy 

supply. It is at the center of the renewable energy world and connected to all 

other energy sources and distribution networks. This perspective is embodied

by the Forum Solar PLUS which combines an inspiring view on future trends 

with practical experience across sector boundaries.

The Forum Solar PLUS enables you to strengthen your connections and expand

your network, to get to know the decision-makers of the solar sector, industry

and politics and to take away significant stimuli for your daily work. 

After the shift in focus from Forum Neue Energiewelt to Forum Solar PLUS, we

continue this development by moving. Directly to the center of the debate: The 

Forum Solar PLUS will take place on November 21 -22, 2023, in the bcc Berlin 

Congress Center.

3 GOOD REASONS FOR YOUR INVOLVEMENT AT THE FORUM SOLAR PLUS

 Innovation: You will meet both people and companies who are driving the 

change in the energy industry every day.

 Connections: The Forum represents effortless networking besides in-depth 

content and exchange on the latest topics.

 Atmosphere: To ensure a unique and welcoming experience we extensively

take our partners‘ wishes into account when planning the conference.
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PARTICIPANTS & SPEAKERS

MEET DECISION-MAKERS AND EXPERTS FROM INDUSTRY, TRADE, POLITICS AND 

THE SERVICE INDUSTRY!

Network and benefit from the visibility of your company, the

professional input and the numerous opportunities to grow your

business.

The participants include the following areas:

 Suppliers of plants, components and services within the renewable energy

sector

 Industry and service industry

 Representatives of politics and media

 Financiers, investors and insurers

 Energy providers, utility providers, grid operators

 Project developers, EPC

 Energy advisors, direct marketers, construction & developers

 Associations, governing & public authorities, unions

 Scientific institutions
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» The Forum is for me one of the most 

important sources of inspiration for the 

question: What‘s next for renewable energies?

The organizers always succeed to gather the 

thematic pieces of the jigsaw puzzle, which 

are necessary to get a good picture the current 

framework conditions for the renewable 

energy market.«

Margarete von Oppen,

ARNECKE SIBETH DABELSTEIN Rechtsanwälte 

Steuerberater Partnerschaftsgesellschaft mbB

»We have been a sponsor now for six years of 

Forum. The networking opportunities, 

pleasant cooperation with the organizing 

team, the great joint Exhibition space and 

exactly the right mixture of business and 

technical Information makes the Forum one 

of the must-attend dates in our event year.«

Burkhard Dittmann,

Phoenix Contact Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG

KEY FIGURES OF THE EVENT:

For 2023 we calculate with…

 650 attendees

 100+ speakers and contributors

 250+ companies

 300+ CEOs, founders und decision makers

 250 first-time participants



PARTICIPATING COMPANIES 2022

12 Affen | 3EPunkt | Above Surveying Ltd | Adelphi research gGmbH | Agentur Zukunft | Airteam Aerial Intelligence GmbH | Alexa Capital | Ampeers Energy GmbH |

ampere.cloud GmbH | ansvar2030 Holding GmbH | Arnecke Sibeth Dabelstein Rechtsanwälte | ASG Engineering GmbH | b14 | BASF SE | Baumeister RAe | BayWa r.e. AG |

BELANU | Belectric GmbH | Berliner Stadtwerke GmbH | Berlinovo Immobilien Gesellschaft mbH | bne - Bundesverband Neue Energiewirtschaft e.V. | Bosch & Partner GmbH |

BSW - Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft e. V. | BuegerEnergie Siebengebirge eG | Bundesamt für Naturschutz | Bundestagsbüro Dr. Thomas Gebhart MdB | Bundesverband

GebäudeGrün e.V. | Camfil GmbH | CERO Generation Services Ltd. | Clean Energy Associates, Ltd. | CLERE AG | CONSULT Personaldienstleistungen GmbH | CropEnergies AG |

DAL Deutsche Anlagen-Leasing GmbH & Co. KG | Dauerkraft Finance GmbH | David Mabille | Delta Electronics (Netherlands) B.V. | Denios SE | Deutsche Gesellschaft für

internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH | Deutsche Kreditbank AG | Deutsche Umwelthilfe e.V. | Deutscher Bundestag – Büro Thomas Heilmann | Deutsch-französisches

Büro für die Energiewende | DGS e.V. | dhng Consulting | DirectCharge GmbH | DKB AG | DMEGC Renewable Energy B.V. | Dornier Suntrace GmbH | DVP Solar Germany GmbH

| DXPV DataService GmbH | East Energy GmbH | ecocoach DE GmbH | ee energy-engineers GmbH | EINHUNDERT Energie GmbH | Elektron AG | Elements 2 Energy AG | Elli |

elmak GmbH | e-mobil BW GmbH | EmpowerSource UG | EnBauSa.de | EnBW AG | Encavis AG | Enel Green Power Germany GmbH | Energieforen Leipzig GmbH | Energiewerk

GmbH | Energy Brainpool GmbH & Co KG | energynet.de | Enerparc AG | ENERPIPE GmbH | Enpal | ENTEGRO Photovoltaik-Systeme GmbH | enwitec electronic GmbH & Co.KG

| Europäische Kommission | EVH GmbH | ew-con | EWI | EXXERGY GmbH | FfE München | Fleck GmbH | Fraunhofer ISE | Fraunhofer IWU | Fronius Deutschland | FuturaSun

Srl | GLS Bank | GOLDBECK SOLAR GmbH | GoodWe Europe GmbH | GP JOULE GmbH | Green Planet Energy eG | Greening Components B.V.| greentech projects GmbH | HIS

Renewables GmbH | Holistic Development of Green Energy | Home Power Solutions | Huawei Technologies Deutschland GmbH | Hydrogeit Verlag | ib vogt GmbH | IBC SOLAR

AG | indielux GmbH | inno2grid GmbH | Installion Services GmbH | jenawohnen GmbH | JES AG | juwi AG | K2 Systems GmbH | Katrin Splitt event & concept GmbH | Klima-

Allianz Deutschland | Klimaschutz-und Energieagentur Niedersachsen | KlimaUnion e.V. | KOENAtec GmbH | Kompetenzzentrum Naturschutz und Energiewende gGmbH |

Kostal Solar Electric GmbH | Kraftwerk Renewable Power Solutions | Krannich-Solar GmbH & Co. KG | Kumandra Energy GmbH & Co.KG | KYOCERA Europe GmbH | LAVO

GmbH | LEA LandesEnergieAgentur Hessen GmbH | LichtBlick SE | Linde Clean Hydrogen | Longi Solar | LUMENION GmbH | LUT University | Luxor Solar GmbH | M. Münch

Elektrotechnik GmbH & Co. KG | make better GmbH | MaxSolar GmbH | McKinsey & Company | MCR | Megasol Energie AG | MES - Moderne Energie Systeme GmbH |

meteocontrol GmbH | Meyer Burger Technology AG | Milk the Sun GmbH | MVV Energie AG | MWAE Brandenburg | Naturstrom AG | Netze BW GmbH | NOW GmbH |

NRW.Energy4Climate GmbH | ON Energy GmbH | Open District Hub e.V. | OPES Solutions | Osterhof GmbH & Co. KG | Wattmanufactur | Pepperl+Fuchs SE | Permascand |

PFALZSOLAR GmbH | Phoenix Contact Deutschland GmbH | Photovoltaik Ing.-Büro Dürschner | Photovoltaikforum GmbH | PI Photovoltaik-Institut Berlin AG | PIONIX GmbH |

proElux GmbH | PRYSMIAN Group | PV Lab Germany GmbH | pv magazine | pv project Deutschland GmbH | PVO International | pvXchange Trading GmbH | QOS ENERGY |

quofox GmbH | QVSD e.V. | Reiner Lemoine Stiftung | RELAW GmbH | Remmers Solar Holding GmbH | Renewables Academy AG - RENAC | RES Deutschland GmbH | Schletter

Solar GmbH | SecondSol GmbH | Semigator GmbH | Sharp Electronics GmbH | Smart Solar Consulting | smart1 solutions GmbH | Solar Consulting GmbH | Solar Fabrik GmbH

| SOLAR MATERIALS GmbH | Solaritec GmbH | SolarPower Europe | Solarspace Technology Co., Ltd. | SolarWind Projekt GmbH | Solinteg GmbH | Solparc Energy GmbH |

Sonnedix Deutschland Solar GmbH & Co KG | SOOMIQ GmbH | Stadt Verl | Quantum GmbH | Stadtwerke Stuttgart GmbH | Streamergy GmbH | suena GmbH | Sunbeam

Communications GmbH | Sungrow Deutschland GmbH | TEN Thüringer Energienetze GmbH & Co.KG | Tenka Solar GmbH | The Mobility House | Tibber | Timo Leukefeld GmbH

| Trina Solar (Germany) GmbH | TU Dresden | UKA Cottbus Projektentwicklung GmbH & Co. KG | UmweltBank | Uniper Renewables GmbH | Vattenfall | VDI/VDE-IT GmbH |

Verband der Automobilindustrie e.V. | Vesofast GmbH | Viessmann Deutschland GmbH | Vireo Ventures | Visiolar GmbH | Vonovia SE | KlimaUnion | WAGO Kontakttechnik

GmbH & Co.KG | Wattkraft GmbH & Co. KG | Wattner Projektentwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
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FORUM INSIGHTS
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6
PROGRAM

The Forum Solar PLUS represents open-minded

exchange as equals – no empty retoric but speficic

discussions on the future. The way this is achieved? 

The special atmosphere is created by innovative 

communication formats, without shying away from a 

lively exchange, the considerate selection of experts

with different perspectives and plenty of room for

networking and dialogue among each other. 

You will meet practitioners and visionaries who really

make a difference in the new energy world - and

surprising views that will bring a breath of fresh air to

your mind. 

CANDID. TANGIBLE. ELECTRIFYING.

The Forum Solar PLUS program is created and managed

by a panel of experts consisting of members from

associations, companies and utility providers. This way

we ensure different perspectives being represented -

and that the program also reflects the bigger picture as

well as fleeting yet highly relevant topics. Stay tuned! 



SPONSOR PITCHES

Put an end to classic company presentations: choose one of three topics -

innovation, markets, projects. Present yourself to the participants of the Forum 

in an elevator pitch and directly enter into the exchange. Your benefits: The full 

attention of the audience and a good opportunity to be kept in mind.
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»Thank you very much for the Forum this year.

We gladly return next year.«

Thomas Benz,

UmweltBank AG

»We want a future for the next generation that 

is independent of fossil energy sources. We 

can do it successfully if there are people who 

drive the energy transition forward, think new 

ways and engage in the open exchange. 

These are precisely the people at the Forum.«

Juliane Schulze,

Vattenfall Europe Innovation GmbH



EXHIBITION & EVENT IDEAS

AROUND 50 EXHIBITORS ATTEND THE FORUM EVERY YEAR

Showcase your booth at our exhibition and use the breaks to tie new contacts and deepen your business relationships. 

This will facilitate professional exchange and drive your vision forward. 

We pride ourselves on our personable atmosphere and networking opportunities. We create this atmosphere by closely 

listening to our sponsors in advance and develop a customized side program. 

Our themed islands allow you to set content focal points, present you and your company via reference projects and to 

make new contacts. Participants can visit these to update their knowledge and form new relationships. 

Please reach out to us; we are always open to new ideas that showcase the character of the Forum. We will find the right 

fit for your company!
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»The strong brand presence at the Forum 

back then was the decisive factor for BayWa

r.e. to be lanyard sponsor and now we are 

sponsoring the event for the ninth time in a 

row.«

Verena Winter,

BayWa r.e. renewable energy AG



SOCIAL MEDIA

We focus on continous networking throughout the year, not only during the conferences.

Follow us on Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn.
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102.000 +

30.000 +

37.000 +

BRAND TOUCHPOINTS

#ForumNEW

#ForumSolarPLUS



CONTENT PARTNERSHIP

We provide the framework, you the stories: that is the basis of our content partnerships, which are part of the sponsorship package. 

Together, we share the success - on our channels.

We check your content for usability and adapt it if necessary:

 Press releases

 Interviews

 Specialist articles

 Studies

 Short statements

 Infographics

Get in touch!
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SPONSORING SUGGESTIONS
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Cocktail bar SnacksEntertainment Fotobox App Dinner

Lanyards BagsBarista Young talents Lounge Snacks & Treats



LOCATION

Directly in the center of Berlin the bcc Berlin Congress Center can be found. The heritage-protected building 

showcases an exceptional design quality with exclusive technological equipment and an unparalleled view on 

Alexanderplatz and the TV tower.

Across 2 levels the Forum Solar PLUS holds ist meeting exklusively and thus has plenty of room to develop further

– both the content-fuelled program with up to 3 parallel sessions, next to extensive networking areas and

individual quieter working areas.

https://bcc-berlin.de/en
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https://bcc-berlin.de/en


Address: bcc Berlin Congress Center GmbH | Alexanderstr. 11 | 10178 Berlin

Public transfer access: 3 min | 350 m | U-Bhf. Alexanderplatz

Travel directions: https://bcc-berlin.de/en/location-travel
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Forum Solar PLUS

DIRECTIONS



CONTACT
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Anastasia Segovia Astorga, 

Director of Sales der Conexio-PSE GmbH, 

strives for the energy transition. Hence 

her passion was turned into her 

profession more than 10 years ago: As 

Head of Sales, she makes sure that all 

sponsors and exhibitors have the 

maximum benefit. The fact that she 

speaks seven languages helps her a lot.

Mob. +49 176 – 9634 3895

Mail: segovia@conexio-pse.de

Vera Lenz, 

Sales manager at Conexio-PSE GmbH 

motivated by the fascinating concept of living 

a live in harmony with nature she is keen on 

improving the exchange of knowledge 

between the stakeholders. What could 

provide a better background than creating 

opportunities for networking? 

Tel. +49 7231 – 5859 8181

Mail: lenz@conexio-pse.de

Zoe Lai

Project manager at Conexio-PSE GmbH, 

Provides experience in creating strategic

concepts and implementing great and

ambitious events. The Forum is the

opportunity for her as manager of experiences

to change our future for the better.

Mail: lai@conexio-pse.de

Gesche Maass, 

Project manager at Conexio-PSE GmbH, 

knows very well that the event business is an 

open stage for new ideas and that the 

discussions are no less exciting than 

dialogues by Shakespearean. As she is 

interested in theater and cultural history 

Gesche brings the participants closer to the 

lively formats of our events.

Mail: maass@conexio-pse.de



SPONSORING PACKAGES

PLATINUM SPONSORING | 13,000 €

Services: 

 Premium exhibition space (mobile booth 5 qm)

 Premium Content Partnership

 5 complimentary sponsor tickets

 Logo presentation pre-event and during the conference

 Logo presentation in the conference room, pitch presentation

Exklusivity: Become one of maximum three platinum sponsors! 

GOLD SPONSORING | 9,500 €

Services: 

 Exhibition space (mobile booth 5 qm)

 Standard Content Partnership

 3 complimentary sponsor tickets

 Logo presentation pre-event and during the conference

 Logo presentation in the conference room, pitch presentation

SILVER SPONSORING | 6,000 €

Services: 

 Exhibition space for a roll-up and a high table

 Basic Content Partnership

 2 complimentary sponsor tickets

 Logo presentation pre-event and during the conference

 Logo presentation in the conference room
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BRONZE SPONSORING | 3,500 €

Services: 

 2 complimentary sponsor tickets

 Logo presentation pre-event and during the conference

 Logo presentation in the conference room

INDIVIDUELLES SPONSORINGPAKET | Price upon request

Services:

Amongst others sponsoring of coffee break(s), dinner, lanyards, etc. Contact us, 

so we can find the best fit for your customized sponsoring package! 

Become a partner or sponsor NOW! 

oder Sponsor werden!

https://www.forum-solar-plus.de/aktiv-beteiligen/sponsor-werden



Jetzt ebenfalls Sponsor werden!

WE THANK PARTNERS & SPONSORS OF THE FORUM 2022
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Platinum Sponsors Gold Sponsors Bronze Sponsors Partners



COPY RIGHT, LEGAL NOTICE & SOURCES
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Legal notice

Indications according to § 5 TMG (German Teleservices Act):

Conexio-PSE GmbH

Kiehnlestraße 16

75172 Pforzheim

Germany

Phone: +49 7231 58598-182

Fax: +49 7231 58598-28

Email: info@conexio-pse.de

Management Office: Bernd Porzelius (CEO)

District Court Mannheim, HRB 728275

Tax Number (VAT): DE313252229

Sources: 

Location: https://bcc-berlin.de/de

Copyright 2023, Conexio-PSE GmbH, Pforzheim

All ideas and conceptual approaches in this work are subject to copyright in their entirety. Any use, even in a modified form and in a different context, requires our express written consent.

https://bcc-berlin.de/de

